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Abstract 
On Christmas Day in 1991, the Government of Kuwait officially accepted an offer 
from an amateur team of divers to help restore its marine ecosystems following the 
destruction wrought by Iraqi forces during the 1990 invasion. Since then, the Kuwait 
Dive Team, nicknamed “Guardians of the Sea”, have salvaged more than five 
hundred boats; lifted thousands of tons’ worth of nets, tyres, and rubbish; and used 
their expertise in diving techniques to tell a different story about the Gulf than is 
frequently seen on Western news. Their mission is to put an end to marine 
contamination resulting from sunken boats; expertly train volunteers in salvage, 
rescue, navigation, and underwater techniques; and encourage volunteerism for 
sustainability. 
The sea has often been seen as something inaccessible, unknown, and relatively 
unclaimed. Yet at the same time, many people’s historical livelihoods and cultures are 
deeply rooted in sea-based economies. The relative exclusion of the deep sea from 
academic literature is at odds with the dominance of the oceans in societal structures 
and imaginations. 
This paper will consider the role of community activism in promoting, protecting, and 
learning about the deep. The Kuwait Dive Team’s role in building “citizen science” 
around the marine ecosystems of the Gulf, teaching young Kuwaiti schoolchildren 
environmental management via mobile beach clean-up activities, and using coral 
resources as a mechanism for diplomacy will be considered. The paper will argue that 
emerging academia on “the deep” should engage with the expertise of existing activist 
and recreational organisations in order to work toward a greater understanding of 
what is, after all, the “Blue Planet”. 
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Introduction 
Kuwait is a small coastal country on the Arabian Gulf. It is just twice the size of 
metro London, fewer than 7,000 square miles in total playing home to just over 4 
million people. Today, Kuwait and the Gulf tend to be linked with oil and gas in the 
Western frame of reference. Certainly, this is true, but the lives of Kuwaitis have been 
tied to the sea for much longer than the region has been an oil powerhouse. Shipping, 
pearl diving, and fishing were the cornerstone of Kuwaiti livelihoods for centuries. 
The ocean that provides a luxurious place for recreation also feeds and clothes much 
of the population – often quite literally. 
The story of the Kuwait Dive Team starts with one such family. As a small boy, 
Waleed AlFadhel was taught how to fish by his father, who had been in turn taught by 
Waleed’s grandfather. When Waleed was young, he used a hook and line. After 
throwing the line, he and his father would have to wait for the fish. Waleed has great 
memories of this time with his father, but once a friend asked him why he bothered to 
wait for the fish to come to him. The friend explained that you could take a speargun, 
go diving, and catch the fish. This way, you can go to the fish, catch them anytime, 
and get a good number. 
Waleed dove for the first time in 1983, when he was in his early twenties. The small 
boy whose father taught him to fish had become a young man whose friend was 
teaching him to dive. During his first time with a mask and goggles underwater, 
Waleed found a magical world and after making its acquaintance his life would never 
be the same. It was a different life, one he had never known. Before diving, he would 
spend six to ten hours fishing and catch just three or four fish. Diving with a speargun, 
he could easily collect thirty to forty fish, and got to choose which ones to capture. 
With a speargun, it became easy to catch big fish. Yet the more time Waleed spent 
underwater, the more he understood the intricate balance of life among the fish. He 
saw the fish all carrying out their own roles in the coral reef, competing with and 
benefiting other species to make the reef complete. As a diver, Waleed saw the 
marine ecosystem in its entirety, allowing him to see that taking so many fish was 
disturbing the balance. When he realised that what he was doing was wrong, Waleed 
stopped fishing with the speargun. Knowing that oysters do not live with the coral 
reefs, he began diving for oysters like his grandfather had. But soon enough, he 
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learned that oysters also have their job in the marine ecosystem, even if they don’t 
live in the corals: Oysters are crucial to filtering seawater and keeping pollutants and 
particulates controlled.  The more Waleed learned, the more he realised that the ocean 
was precious and something to be preserved rather than preyed upon. 
In 1984, Waleed visited the Philippines with some friends. While he was there, he 
tried to go diving, but he wasn’t allowed to – formal diving internationally requires a 
license. 1985 saw him in Bournemouth, England, training for his dive license. Thanks 
to his training there, Waleed is now able to dive anywhere in the world. But unlike the 
majority of the world’s licensed scuba enthusiasts, he never dives just for fun. After 
learning of the damage his fishing was doing to the environment, Waleed made it his 
mission to work toward protecting the beautiful and delicate balance he sees 
underwater. Now, he dives to keep the reefs clean, monitor the health of fish, coral, 
and other populations, and learn about new ways to better integrate and preserve our 
society and our planet’s ecosystems. 
And he’s not alone. In 1986, Waleed organised a group for Kuwaitis who love the 
environment. The Kuwait Dive Team has gone through a lot of change in the past 
three decades, but the essential vision has stayed the same. In 2010, the Team formed 
their own official association, registered under the government. The Environmental 
Voluntary Foundation works in Kuwait to encourage environmentalism, sustainability, 
and volunteerism in the country. The Kuwait Dive Team is its flagship programme, 
but the Foundation and the Team have a variety of partners locally and internationally. 
Central to everything the Team does is its vision and mission. Shared values are what 
makes the Team and brings the volunteers together. A commitment to the 
environment, a desire to continually rebuild Kuwait, and a passion for volunteerism 
are core to who they are. The Kuwait Dive Team seeks to: 
• Put an end to the marine contamination resulting from sunken boats and 
perform thorough surveys of Kuwait’s seabeds; 
• Expertly train individuals in salvage, rescue, navigation, and underwater work; 
and 
• Encourage voluntary work for the rebuilding and sustainability of Kuwait. 
This paper will explore the way the Team implements this vision and how their 
actions raise questions about the role of public participation in academic 
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considerations. After presenting its methodology and a brief literature review on 
“citizen science”, the paper will address three major streams of the Team’s activities: 
biological monitoring, conservation education, and environmental diplomacy. 
Examination of the Kuwait Dive Team’s serious engagement with their marine 
environment highlights the capacity of volunteer amateurs to significantly contribute 
to scientific knowledge, leading this paper to argue for more intentional and mutually 
beneficial synergies between scholarly research and public partners. 
 
Methodology 
The ethnographic observations in this paper are based on a week spent in participant 
observation, working side by side with the Kuwait Dive Team during their regular 
operations. The trip was taken at the Team’s invitation in October 2014 when the 
author was asked to visit for the purpose of writing a book on their activities for 
English-speaking audiences. The book, to be published soon, forms part of the Kuwait 
Dive Team’s work on ‘diving diplomacy’, leveraging their marine conservation 
efforts to build international relations and change the image of the Gulf. 
26-31 October 2014 included some twenty hours of semi-structured in-depth 
interviews; twenty hours spent in a boat, on the beach, or in the ocean engaged in 
marine conservation; and another twenty or so engaged in informal discussions with 
Team members during explorations of the country. Extensive field notes from these 
activities, along with follow-up interviews conducted via Skype and a weekend spent 
with Team Members at the February 2015 London International Dive Show, informed 
this paper’s consideration of how volunteer conservation work in the oceans intersects 
with methodological, pedagogical, and epistemological questions of “citizen science”. 
The paper uses the growing literature on citizen science to ground its examination of 
how academia might partner with extant activist and recreational organisations to 
build a greater understanding of the Deep. 
 
Citizen Science  
“Citizen science” is broadly understood as “the involvement of volunteers in research” 
(Dickinson et al. 2010) and has been most frequently used to describe public 
contributions to widespread and/or longitudinal ecological datasets: species 
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population counts, bird migratory patterns, biodiversity monitoring, etc. (Bonney et al. 
2009; Chandler et al. 2012; Dickinson et al. 2010). Citizen science creates “crowd-
sourced” datasets that “can be viewed as a public good” (Dickinson et al. 2012: 291) 
and makes use a variety of technologies, testing various methodologies (Newman et al. 
2012). 
Members of the public have made note of observations for centuries, and laypeople’s 
archival notes are and have been used in scholarly research for a variety of purposes; 
however, it is only recently that the practice has become intentional, systemic, and the 
source of a debate over what it means to ‘do science’ (Miller-Rushing et al. 2012). In 
the past decade, the practice has received no little amount of focused attention from 
scholars, many raising concerns about issues of reliability and robustness even as 
others praise the practice as a ‘democratisation’ of science and a powerful tool for 
public involvement in ecological issues (Cohn 2008; Ottinger 2010). Early evidence 
suggests that citizen science projects, done properly, can go far beyond building 
scholarly knowledge to promoting community education and livelihoods (Jordan et al. 
2012). The frame of “citizen science” is also being taken up by teachers in schools 
and museums, who find the possibility of contributing to societal knowledge and 
engage with real data a powerful motivator for student learning (Summers 2012). 
Much of what the Kuwait Dive Team falls under the type of activities considered by 
the citizen science literature. Mahmoud Ashkanani, one of the Kuwait Dive Team’s 
vice presidents and an amateur scientist, is quick to protest the title: “We are not 
scientists”. What he means by this is that he has not been formally trained in marine 
sciences, nor does he hold a doctorate in coral reefs. Yet anyone who spends five 
minutes with Mahmoud will quickly come to see that the man is most certainly a 
researcher by nature, constantly seeking out new information, meticulously noting 
everything down, and constantly experimenting with various new techniques. After 
reading about the work of the Kuwait Dive Team in the newspaper in 1996, 
Mahmoud sought them out and asked to be a part. His first work with the Team 
involved working to salvage and float boats…and Mahmoud quickly realised that 
while the Team knew what they needed to do, how to perform all the operations was 
not so clear. A scientist was born. Mahmoud began experimenting with various 
techniques and equipment, working out the best way to salvage, farm artificial reefs, 
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and record the Team’s progress as he went. Today, Mahmoud is responsible for the 
official record during operations. This is helpful for publicity and education, but it is 
also necessary for accountability and follow-up. Taking note of where rubbish is 
found can help change policies and enforce rules for dumping. When the Team finds a 
sunken boat, net, or other rubbish during a survey operation, Mahmoud is responsible 
for GPS and mapping, noting where the item is and securing it in place if necessary so 
that Team can return for clean-up. The Kuwait Dive Team has, under his leadership, 
also now formalised various procedures for biological monitoring 
 
Biological Monitoring and Rescue 
Before Mahmoud began diving, he had no idea about the reefs and fish. He saw no 
real purpose to the environment and viewed the sea as a place to throw rubbish 
without consequence. Diving, Mahmoud saw that the reefs always looked incredibly 
unhealthy after a weekend, with rubbish from holiday celebrations sitting on the 
ocean floor and damaging the coral. A relationship and concern between Mahmoud 
and the marine environment grew, and he became entirely fascinated by the reefs 
themselves. He read everything he could get his hands on. Mahmoud began taking 
copious notes and photos of everything he saw and did with the Team and while 
diving. Whenever he came across a new kind of fish or coral, he would look it up.  
 
CoralWatch 
And it shows. Driving toward the marina to take part in the Team’s operations, the 
author was treated to a lecture on the corals and fish of Kuwait’s waters from 
Mahmoud. There are three coral islands in Kuwaiti waters, one emerging very 
recently, pushed up from the sea as the coral has grown. Twenty-one places 
throughout Kuwait have been ‘farmed’ with artificial reef. Most of them are 20-35 
metres below the water. 
“In Kuwait, many people think it’s rock, not alive”, Mahmoud says, stressing that 
coral are living animals – tiny invertebrates that live in colonies and are dependent on 
their ecosystems to survive. There are some six hundred types of hard coral in the 
world; Kuwait is home to thirty-five of them. Most coral thrive at 20-26 degrees 
Celsius and cannot tolerate temperatures below 18. Kuwait’s water, averaging around 
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35 degrees, is on the hot end of the tolerable spectrum, making the Gulf’s corals 
particularly susceptible to temperature fluctuations. Mahmoud has experienced 
devastation in the form of coral bleaching as a result of temperature changes. During 
Ramadan 2011, Mahmoud did not dive. It is hard work at the best of times; doing so 
while fasting during the hottest month of the year is generally asking for trouble. The 
Team does not completely halt operations during the Islamic holy month, but things 
do quiet down. Mahmoud dived just before Ramadan and found the coral all healthy 
and thriving. One month later, on a project to farm some of the coral, he found the 
coral dead. 
The actual coral part of reefs are a fairly colourless white-grey. The vibrancy seen in 
the habitats is thanks to various forms of algae that live symbiotically with the corals. 
The algae are photosynthetic plants that grow on the coral animals, providing the 
coral with nutrients as they produce their own. When the algae die from temperature 
intolerance, a lack of sunlight, or pollutants, the coral appear white once more and, 
without the nutrients fed them by algae, starve. This process is called “coral bleaching” 
and is devastating not only to the algae and coral, but also to the fish that depend on 
the reef for their home and the global ecosystem as a whole. 
In 2006, Mahmoud’s daughter studied for a master’s degree in microbiology focused 
on coral. Mahmoud assisted with her study, counting coral and growing his own 
knowledge on their scientific classification. Thanks to that study and Mahmoud’s 
100+ dives a year, he is able to track the population density of Kuwait’s corals. In 
order to help monitor climate change and temperature fluctuations, the Kuwait Dive 
Team now regularly collects data on reef colour and sends their results it to 
CoralWatch, an initiative of the University of Queensland in Australia collating 
information on coral reef health around the world. CoralWatch is the one of the most 
prominent citizen science projects focused on marine life and the only of the Kuwait 
Dive Team’s activities to be formally labelled as ‘citizen science’ in extant literature 
(see Marshall et al. 2012 for more information about the project and its implications 
for citizen science methods).         
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The Mystery of Ten Million Oysters 
A few years ago, Kuwait woke up to ten million oysters washed up dead on its shores. 
The sight created quite the media stir, with striking photography and popular curiosity, 
about what on earth had happened. Scientists came to try and figure out the cause. 
A massive storm had thrown the oysters to the beach, which explained the mass 
number on shore. But the cause of death was more difficult to determine. The 
government initially blamed people opening the oysters for pearls, pointing to the 
open shells as a proof. 
But the Kuwait Dive Team knows oysters. Waleed has worked with them for nearly 
four decades; Mahmoud has fifteen years of experience. They knew that the quantity 
of oysters found could not be simply explained by a handful of pearl hunters 
discarding the odd oyster after prying it open underwater.  
The Team decided to carry out their own investigations. Diving at locations they 
knew to be rich oyster fields, the Team saw oysters covered in sand. To the 
inexperienced, that sentence means nothing. Those who dive for oysters know that the 
molluscs live on the seabed or tidal shores, their shells coated with barnacles but 
hardly buried completely in the sand. Exploring further, the Team found a 
construction site near the beach with a pipeline dumping into the sea. 
The Team reported their findings to the authorities, who initially scoffed at the idea 
that any new building was the cause. But after a year of tests, a research centre 
concluded that the Team was correct. Today, the Kuwait Dive Team continues to 
collect samples of oysters for the scientists to study in order to ensure that the 
population is restoring. The author had the chance to join the Team for one of these 
sampling operations when she visited. She and Waleed dove to collect oysters while 
Mahmoud carefully supervised the scientific process. Under Mahmoud’s direction, 
the Team has learned enough about research techniques to collect sand from both 
places they sample, to note the latitude and longitude of sites and the time of 
collection, and carefully label all of the sample bags. 
 
The Great Turtle Rescue 
The work of the Kuwait Dive Team is saving lives. Those of the corals and fish and 
oysters irreversibly harmed everyday by human action, but also those of the people 
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whose livelihoods and health are threatened by the deterioration of our planet’s 
delicate ecosystem. 
Usually, the life-saving element of the Team’s voluntary work is a bit removed from 
their immediate actions. But every once in a while, it is immediately apparent and 
volunteers literally hold another being’s life in their hands. 
This is perhaps most often felt by the Team in their encounters with one of the 
ocean’s most charismatic creatures: the sea turtle. 
The lifecycle of turtles involves development in untended eggs buried and left by the 
mother, hatching on the beach, and a race to make it to the relative security of the 
water. Turtles instinctively make their way to the sea as soon as they emerge from 
their shells, but predatory birds, crabs, and even insects on their journey catch many 
of the infants. Human intervention causes even more problems, as the hatchlings run 
into beach chairs, bonfire pits, rubbish, and the like. In September 1999, Kuwait Dive 
Team volunteers oversaw a hatching and the infants’ subsequent marathon, standing 
guard during the night-time hatching and assisting with minimal intervention. 
But the Team’s most dramatic encounter occurred a few years prior. One spring day 
in 1996, the maintenance crew at the Shuaiba Power Station located to the south of 
Kuwait City discovered two sea turtles in their plant. The turtles had somehow 
entered through the screen that filtered seawater into an intake pool used by the 
station’s cooling system. The maintenance workers’ call for help made its way to the 
Kuwait Dive Team. 
The Team was initially sceptical. KDT volunteers are careful to only take on 
operations they know they can complete. They did not have this expertise. None of 
them had experience in this kind of rescue. But passionate environmentalists that they 
are, and always keen to gain new knowledge, they sent a carefully worded appeal 
online:  
 
URGENT – SAVE A TURTLE 
We recently discovered a pair of sea turtles stuck in a pool, part of a 
power station located by the sea-side. We would greatly appreciate 
your input on the best way to retrieve and safely transport these 
turtles to open waters. We will attempt to free them on Thursday, 
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April 25th. The pool’s water contains a high level of chlorine. The 
two turtles have been there for about five days. 
 
Abdullah’s message received global attention. The Team’s phones were soon ringing 
off the hook with advice as well as concern and support. Ideas can from Canada, the 
United States, and even Malaysia. The volunteers carefully collected all of the 
suggestions and considered each one. They learned that the protective plastron surface 
of the turtles’ stomach could not be scraped. They noted that the animals would have 
to remain wet and cool at all times: Body temperatures above 30 degrees Celsius 
would be lethal, but lengthy submersion would also result in death. 
The Team drove out to Shuaiba to perform a Site Inspection and liaise with the power 
station’s maintenance crew. Misgivings over the likelihood of success were inflated 
as the visit reinforced the task’s difficulty. The Team asked the power station to stop 
chlorinating the water until the turtles were out safely. “We can do that only for a 
maximum of twelve hours. The cost beyond that would be unthinkable”, came the 
reply. “Can you turn off the six water pumps? The force of the water surge will be 
dangerous to would-be rescuers.” “Sorry. The water pumps feed the station’s essential 
cooling system and the power station can’t be switched off. It serves Shuaiba’s vital 
local industries. It’s not an option.” The murky water made it difficult to see the 
turtles until they broke the surface to breathe. Floating debris and a bottom layer of 
sediment posed further threats to the turtles and any divers who would enter the pool. 
In spite of the difficulties, the Team was willing to try, bolstered by assurances of 
every support possible from various organisations and the power station as well as 
continued consulting with knowledgeable individuals online. Volunteers spent hours 
at the Kuwait Dive Team’s headquarters, planning for the operation with a list of the 
equipment required and assigning specific duties to Team members. 
At 7am on Thursday 25 April 1996, the twenty-six involved team members began 
work. Boats were carefully lowered into the pool, taking care to move slowly so as 
not to frighten the turtles. The Team had decided against trying to dive for the turtles: 
The strong current and murky waters meant divers would have limited 
manoeuvrability and be unlikely to see the turtles well enough to interact without 
harming them. And so the pool’s surface debris was meticulously cleared and nets set 
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in place, the Team hoping to capture the animals when they broke the surface for 
breath – a window lasting only a few seconds. 
As the clocked ticked on and volunteers struggled to maintain their position, holding 
the heavy nets against the forces of wind and current, photographers and curious 
observers lined the pool walls. Swift strikes with the net whenever one of the turtles 
came up were repeatedly met with failure. Cheering broke out over an apparent 
success, only to turn to disappointed moans as the turtle dived yet again and the net 
floated free. Torn holes in the net were adjusted; the boat engines were turned off in 
an attempt to encourage the turtles to surface. Sweat streamed as hours passed. 
Finally, at 3:30pm, one of the turtles became completely entangled in the net. Shouted 
instructions rang in the air as the volunteers frantically tugged ropes, hauled in the net, 
and steadied boats and the photographers flashed cameras and clicked shutters. Four 
men hefted the creature measuring nearly two metres long into a waiting boat. The 
entire boat, specially prepared with cool, damp padding, was lifted by crane into a 
pickup truck. The truck sped seven kilometres south on the highway with its precious 
cargo. At the Mina Abdullah Beach, Team volunteers carefully took the beautiful 
creature to damp sand at the water’s edge. Spectators applauded as children posed for 
photographers. The turtle, unruffled by the day’s events to all outward appearances, 
placidly moved forward, huge flippers digging into the sand to thrust himself toward 
the sea. 
Back at the pool, the marathon continued as the smaller turtle continually evaded the 
volunteers. Frustrated with the creature’s seemingly never-ending ability to find the 
increasing number of holes in the net, a new net was laboriously brought in. Two and 
a half hours after the larger turtle was caught, the crowd once again roared in approval 
as the second turtle was hauled to safety. The smaller animal made its way down the 
same highway to the same beach, where a large crowd had gathered in anticipation of 
his arrival. 
As the exhausted but triumphant volunteers made their way back to Team 
Headquarters, Abdullah gratefully posted online once more:   
We just got back from completing the rescue, the turtles are now 
home free, deep in the beautiful blue sea of Kuwait. The Team and 
I would like to personally thank everyone who e-mailed us advice 
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on how to deal with this situation. May we repeat, all the advice 
was very valuable to us. The big turtle was 1.7m long and 79cm 
wide and very heavy though we did not weigh it. We did not 
measure the little turtle as it seemed anxious for it’s (sic) freedom, 
therefore, we rushed it to the open waters before sunset. 
Again, many, many, thanks to everyone for responding to our plea. 
Our hearts go out to everyone. 
Four years later, another turtle was sucked into the power station’s pool via its 
twenty-one metre pipe. Now more experienced and slightly more sure of success, 
twenty-five volunteers spent most of their Saturday one weekend in March 2000 to 
capture and release the creature, allowing it to follow the footsteps of the 1996 
animals. Today, the Kuwait Dive Team works with the government and corporations 
to encourage them to cover any pipelines so that large debris cannot travel into the 
open sea and sea creatures will no longer find themselves in dangerous areas. 
 
The Kuwait Dive Team’s work with CoralWatch is the only of their biological 
monitoring and rescue operations formalised as citizen science, yet it is clear that all 
of their actions under this category contribute to scientific knowledge. It was the years 
of oral history and knowledge passed down by their families that allowed the Team to 
identify the cause of the oysters’ death, and their experience was critical in providing 
access to the scientific research centres for samples. While turtle rescues seem much 
more activist than scholarly, the careful documentation provides information about 
ecosystem and species health whilst building capacity for the Team in their other 
monitoring activities. Together, the Team’s biological monitoring profile creates a 
significant contribution to knowledge about marine life, climate change patterns, and 
ecological patterns in the Gulf. The Team intentionally shift themselves from learners 
to teachers on a regular basis, creating educational materials and developing 
programmes around conservation education. 
 
Conservation Education 
“Banati!” calls Waleed, gathering the students to him in the classroom with 
exhortations of “my girls!” Every Tuesday finds the Kuwait Dive Team at an open-air 
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café on the beach, the building used during the day as a community centre. A 
colourful van is parked in front, its design illustrating various marine creatures and 
proclaiming itself the “Mobile Beach Clean-Up Unit”. Several volunteers work 
around the van, carrying supplies and sorting rubbish. The first school arrives for their 
special fieldtrip, and two classrooms’ worth of girls clamber out of the van, jabbering 
excitedly in a mixture of English and Arabic. Not quite a third of the students are 
veiled, though both of their teachers are. Many of the students are not yet old enough 
to be expected to wear hijab. Several of them never will. 
The students are shepherded toward the van to take a group photo, jockeying for 
position and jostling for the honour to hold the sign. They are ushered into the air-
conditioned classroom, and Waleed gets to work. He runs all the students to the 
window to look at the sea. He makes them take a big breath like a whale. “Banati, 
how much of the world is made of water? Why do we call it the Blue Planet?” He has 
the students name the countries of the Gulf, identify different water sports and beach 
creatures. And then he becomes more serious, talking about volunteering and showing 
depressing images of animals with rubbish in their bellies and plastic wrapped around 
their throats. The girls learn that sea turtles eat jellyfish, and realise how similar 
plastic bags floating in the water look. They hear about the operations of the Kuwait 
Dive Team and are told how they can help. The classroom presentation concludes 
with the students’ taking an environmental volunteering oath all together. 
After the presentations, the students get geared up: gloves and masks on, brooms and 
bags distributed. Noura comes to walk the group to the beach. As they leave the 
classroom, another school bus pulls up and the next classroom takes their photo. 
They’ll head in for a presentation and the rotation will keep going for several hours. 
On the beach, the students are sent off in pairs to collect rubbish. There is a 
competition to see who can collect the most. Again and again, students excitedly point 
to washed up crab legs. Teachers talk with them about how the crab legs will beak 
down and become something like sand, so it isn’t rubbish. The plastic bottle caps, 
though, along with silverware and candy wrappers, are scooped into the bag. After 
twenty minutes of rubbish collection, the students are called to a large banner. They 
take a photo with all of the rubbish they have collected, and move to a net to play a 
game. KDT Volunteers have entangled model animals in the net. Split into two teams, 
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the girls race to free their animals of the deadly fishing net. They then get to 
experience some real animals: One of Kuwait’s research centres has found that the 
population of Acanthopagrus latus, the yellowfin seabream, is threatened. To help 
restore the species’ vitality in Kuwaiti waters, the centre donates several fish each 
week for release. Waleed explains to the students why the fish need to be reintroduced 
as a volunteer carries a tank forward. Two students move forward, and Waleed hands 
them one of the fish. The girls giggle as the fish flop in their hands and toss the fish 
toward the water.  
 
The Team has been running Mobile Beach Clean-Ups for two years, interacting with 
about two hundred students each Tuesday. Students leave with a greater 
understanding of marine ecology, environmental conservation, and the power of 
volunteering. Teachers get photos of their students doing great work and posters, 
along with activity packets to use in their classrooms for continued learning. The 
Team also has available posters and brochures highlighting the coral islands and 
spotlighting some of the kinds of fish and corals people might see while diving. The 
informational packets are carefully checked for scientific accuracy before distribution. 
The Mobile Beach Clean-Up, along with the Team’s publications, allow for the 
mobilisation of many more citizen scientists beyond the formal KDT members. 
 
Environmental Diplomacy 
When the author first arrived at the Kuwait Dive Team’s Headquarters, Waleed sat 
her down to discuss his goals for the book they wanted written. Beyond the 
information about the Team and the environment and volunteerism, Waleed shared 
his dream for a “new story”. Kuwaitis are aware of the Western media’s focus on war, 
conflict, and other negatives in the Middle East. The Team’s volunteers are hopeful 
that sharing their story in the US and the UK can help “change the image” of the Gulf. 
Several times throughout the week, members say in interviews “this work I do? I do it 
for you”. The environment, after all, is shared around the world. Pollution and 
degradation in the Gulf cause harm to the resources of the West…and vice versa. But 
though the environment’s global connection creates the possibility of shared harm, it 
also creates opportunities for shared learning and engagement. The Kuwait Dive 
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Team uses their salvage expertise, passion for diving, and knowledge of corals to 
form relationships with other teams and organisations at home and around the world. 
They build links based on diving, environmental sustainability, and volunteerism. The 
author first came into contact with the Kuwait Dive Team during one such piece of 
outreach, an activism-focused conference at Stanford University on social change in 
the Middle East. 
 
Partnerships 
The Kuwait Dive Team is far from the only organisation with a passion for our 
planet’s waters. Working with groups like Project AWARE, the World Underwater 
Federation, and the Ocean Conservancy is the core of the Team’s international 
diplomacy. 
Project AWARE is an initiative of the Professional Association of Diving Instructors 
(PADI), one of the world’s largest diving consortiums. The project provides education, 
training and resources for divers on how to minimise their environmental impact in 
recreational diving and maximise the benefit they can provide the oceans, 
encouraging everyone to “take only pictures; leave only bubbles”. The Team has 
visited southern California to meet with Project AWARE’s Director and regularly 
shares resources.  
The Ocean Conservancy is based in Washington, D.C. Dari sits on their International 
Coordinators Network. The Team is working to translate the Conservancy’s materials 
into Arabic so they can better share their resources. Kuwait Dive Team Member are 
currently advising them on beach clean-ups, sharing the lessons they’ve learned from 
the Mobile Clean-Up Unit and their work with Kuwaiti schools. 
 
Training 
The Kuwait Dive Team never uses boats or diving for purely recreational purposes. 
This principle extends to most of their international travel, which generally includes 
some form of coral conservation work, often around training in salvage and rescue 
techniques. Sometimes they are the teachers; other times, the students. Members 
travelled to the Maldives to learn coral transplantation techniques in order to help 
them better care for their artificial reef garden. They have visited Oman to help lift a 
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sunken vessel in that country’s waters. At the invitation of the World Underwater 
Federation (CMAS), Team Members went cave diving in Palinuro, Italy – a first for 
many of them. Members have also visited Saudi Arabia to meet with diving groups 
and form additional partnerships in the region. 
Through his trainer for the PADI instructor license, Dari is exploring a programme 
working with at-risk youth in Africa to do a crash course in diving that then works 
with those interested to help them become dive masters. Those who qualify gain a 
niche skillset highly marketable in the tourism industry. Through his work with US 
search and rescue teams, Dari has become close with the Kuwait military attaché in 
Washington, D.C. and their naval programmes. The Team is now exploring how 
citizens can better participate in search and rescue initiatives. 
 
International Awards 
Waleed and Naser brought trophies and Kuwait Dive Team resource packs about 
conservation diving to the London International Dive Show. Throughout the weekend, 
the four of us explored the other stands and identified organisations focused on 
volunteering, environmentalism and rescue. We presented our gratitude awards to 
these ‘brother and sister’ organisations as a sign of our appreciation for their efforts 
and a first step in further partnership.  
The recognition does not go only one way. During its twenty-five years, the Kuwait 
Dive Team has been awarded by various organisations around the world. These 
honours are a boost to Team morale, but more importantly, they serve as another way 
for the members to spread their message. 
In 2009, the National Association of Underwater Instructors awarded their 
Environmental Enrichment Award to the Team. The Award was created in 1992 and 
recognises individuals and organisations for work that has improved the aquatic 
environment, provided significant protection for the aquatic environment, or educated 
and inspired others to protect and conserve the aquatic environment. Members have 
now travelled to the United States to receive the Award twice, meeting with members 
of the Association each time. The Team remains in contact with NAUI, reporting on 
its activities and the state of corals in Kuwait. 
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In Morocco, the Team became a laureate of the Award of the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia for Environmental Management. The Team’s research work was recognised 
by the Islamic Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization for “Pilot applied 
research in environmental management in non-governmental organization that can be 
replicated in the Arab region”. Team Members also visited the Hurghada International 
Dive Festival in Egypt to be recognised for their efforts.  
More recently, the Team is trying to expand their rescue efforts from turtles, sharks, 
and other marine animals to include humans. As part of these efforts, a few Members 
travelled to the USA to commend the Dive Rescue Team in Middle River Volunteer 
Ambulance and Rescue. 
 
Hosting Events 
After several years of attending dive shows, environmental conferences and awards 
ceremonies, the Kuwait Dive Team decided it was their turn to organise. They began 
fairly locally, leveraging their expertise and passion for regional cooperation. Their 
parent organisation, the Environmental Voluntary Foundation, held a three-day 
conference in Kuwait’s largest convention centre on “Volunteers of Kuwait” to 
promote community service. The event served to bridge the Team’s environmental 
conservation work with other volunteering initiatives around the area. The KDT’s 
Gulf Cooperating Countries (GCC) Summit for Environmental Divers brought 
environmental groups to Kuwait for a two-day workshop that included didactic 
presentations by each organisation and sessions in the training pool during which 
groups taught each other their specialised techniques. 
Now, the Team is working to put on their first major overseas event, the Inaugural 
Summit of the Global Environmental Guardians Network (GEGN). The GEGN is an 
initiative of the Kuwait Dive Team working toward a worldwide umbrella 
organisation of diving conservation groups. The Team is hopeful that this first event 
will serve as a catalyst for further collaboration between like-minded groups and 
better connect environmental volunteers around the world. 
 
While these efforts in diplomacy are not explicitly tied to the generation of scholarly 
information about the Deep, they highlight the potential for citizen science efforts to 
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provide positive spill over effects for the individuals and groups involved. These 
international partnerships have also opened the door to greater scientific collaboration, 
making possible more widespread and longitudinal studies and data compilation. 
 
Conclusion 
While ‘amateurs’ have been engaged in observations about the world for millennia, 
only recently has the formal scientific community explicitly begun to consider what 
“citizen science” means. The author believes this is reflective, in part, of a greater 
reflection by the scientific community on their own position and authority. As 
academics continue to grapple with meta issues of the value of research in society, the 
role of the university in the community, and the place of scientifically generated 
knowledge in the information age, they cannot avoid the even more fundamental 
questions of what science is and ought to be. Engaging in the debate over citizen 
science provides a powerful platform for wrestling with these topics. The work of the 
Kuwait Dive Team raises several questions about citizen science that will be 
beneficial to address, both for academics interested in learning more about the oceans 
and for scholars engaged in issues of epistemology and methodology. These include: 
• Can citizens initiate scientific significant and valid projects, or is citizen science 
only truly robust when developed and monitored by a formal research team? 
• What is the role of the activist in the creation of scholarly work? 
• How do international partnerships contribute to the power and potential of 
citizen science and scientific knowledge? 
Citizen science “creates a nexus between science and education” (Newman et al. 
2012: 298). This relationship is well exemplified by the Kuwait Dive Team through 
their various but connected activities on biological monitoring, conservation 
education, and environmental diplomacy. The Team is made of a group of passionate, 
dedicated volunteers eager to contribute to the conservation of and knowledge about 
the oceans. It is the position of this author that emerging academic work on the deep 
parts of this planet can only benefit from engaging with the expertise of existing 
activist and recreational organisations as it seeks to better understand the mysteries of 
our waters.  
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